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Introduction  

The idea of environmental racism as well as the environmental justice movement gained 

recognition in the 1980s through grassroots activism. Yet, despite their shared interests, these 

two ideas have become progressively disassociated from each other and have faced an uphill 

battle for funding and access to information that allows for research studies to expose these 

inequities to the American public. Consider this. The Environmental Protection Agency released 

a 2018 report reaffirming that people of color are considerably more likely to breathe polluted 

air, resulting in poorer health outcomes, because of their significantly higher likelihood of living 

near unfettered polluters in the US. This report was released amidst the agency’s announcement 

to roll back even more regulations on pollution. 

This paper will focus on how environmental racism and environmental justice have 

shifted in their meaning and relations to each other through a political geography lens. 

Specifically, we will examine political geography themes and trends regarding environmental 

racism and the equal justice movement from the 1980s to 2010s, because the environmental 

justice movement saw a shift from denial to actions taken and acknowledgment through public 

policy in the onset of the 1980s in the US. With the acknowledgment of the legitimacy of these 

issues, it’s important to consider how these ideas have shifted since. In particular, the political 

geography concepts we will use to orient this paper include the geography of political services 

and gentrification, de jure vs. de facto citizenship, and the artificial manufacture of demand.  

First, we’ll survey the political geography literature that surrounds environmental racism 

and environmental justice. Next, we’ll identify the reasoning behind source selection. Then, 

we’ll cover a brief history to capture the important context surrounding environmental racism 
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and environmental justice. After that, we’ll discuss the sources to illustrate how the meaning of 

environmental racism and environmental justice have changed since the 1980s. Finally, we’ll 

consider what lies ahead for environmental racism and environmental justice.  

Literature Review 

The Geography of Public Services and Gentrification 

This geography of public services refers to the unequal distribution of social services, or 

in this case protections-- which expose a territorial injustice. Specifically, state provision “has 

inherent tendencies to uneven development” (Painter and Jeffrey 2009). In the case of 

environmental racism, the state provides less environmental protection to people of color and 

less wealth, which reflects how the lack of universalism in the provision of protection leads to 

fewer regulations in these areas.  

This is indicative of the larger system at hand where wealth is valued as having a larger 

voice in politics, which results in communities that have don’t have the power or wealth to 

defend themselves to be subject to life-threatening toxic waste and pollution. An example is 

gentrification. Gentrification is driven by profits that force poor tenants out via rent increases and 

evictions or as the white flight demonstrated how the middle class moved to the suburbs. So, 

people of color and less wealth are forced into communities that have fewer protections against 

large corporations because their lives are valued less by the public policies written and 

redirecting of funding in the EPA, for example, to other agencies. 

De Jure vs. De Facto Citizenship  

With less environmental protection and poorer health outcomes, minority and poor 

communities have citizenship de jure, but not citizenship de facto. In law, or de jure, all 
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Americans have the same rights. But, citizenship is experienced differently by the minorities and 

poor in the US, as these rights de facto, or in practice, tell a disparate story. On one front, the 

government allows unbridled dangerous pollution by corporations in these communities. On the 

other front, the government has taken away money from the EPA, which has led to fewer studies 

and actions taken to address environmental racism or contribute to the environmental justice 

movement. This could be classified as the suppression of knowledge. If we are unable to conduct 

research studies or collect information about environmental racism, then we cannot talk about its 

effects which have been proven time and again.  

The Artificial Manufacture of Demand  

The banking sector, government, and oil and gas industry intersect to engineer artificial 

manufacture of demand that serves their interests, which thereby also perpetuates environmental 

racism and hinders the efforts for environmental justice. For instance, big banks contribute 

money to fossil fuel industries, the government heavily subsidizes these industries-- all because 

these industries buy their influence in the US political system. In regards to environmental 

racism, the artificial manufacture of demand helps these powerful proponents to ‘reframe’ an 

issue of justice into an issue of economics.  

These powerful proponents argue that they are just operating in the free market system 

that allows for a trickle-down economic system that benefits everyone and that the benefits of 

these fossil fuel industries return in the form of jobs for the American public. This is untrue. If 

we were to entertain that this issue was actually grounded in economics, then these powerful 

proponents would not have to facilitate artificial manufacture of demand or require huge 

government subsidies so that they don’t fail. Instead, the banks demand government bailouts, the 
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fossil fuel industry requires substantial government intervention to be profitable, and the 

government complies with these unsustainable practices that work to kill the most 

disenfranchised communities for the favor of America’s powerful and wealthy that inordinately 

buy political influence with money. 

Source Selection 

To select sources for use, articles from political geography journals were sought out to 

center the discussion around both credible and significant sources. I considered if the news 

articles related to the following subtopics: the geography of public services and gentrification, de 

jure vs. de facto citizenship, or the artificial manufacture of demand in which I’d organized the 

literature review which would serve as the same format for my discussion.  

For the bulk of sources, I used the Historical Newspapers (ProQuest). I filtered through 

historical newspapers and newspapers by filtering through the past 4 decades. I made sure to use 

the same keywords related to the geography of public services and gentrification, de jure vs. de 

facto citizenship, or the artificial manufacture of demand. Specifically, I used the following 

keywords: (environmental racism or environmental justice) AND (US or United States or 

American) pd(Year-Year). After gathering all the newspapers, I would look at the sources as a 

whole to identify clear themes and narrow down the total newspaper articles to 10. To help 

further narrow down the sources, I would pick any repeated headlines across several newspapers.  

Discussion  

Brief History to Contextualize  

To address the origins of these ideas, the Civil Rights Movement of the 1960s helped 

catalyze the environmental justice movement that sought to grapple with the inequity of 
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environmental protection principally in communities of color and of lower-income. 

Environmental racism can be traced back to the arrival of Europeans which displaced Native 

Americans, in which a set of undesirable policies, rules, decisions, and regulations that allow for 

exposure to the toxic and hazardous waste by the government and corporations to deliberately 

target specific communities of color as well as low-income communities-- resulting in a systemic 

pattern of these communities facing a disproportionate hazard from polluting industries and the 

subsequent lax regulation by the government of these industries.  

 We will consider environmental racism in the past few decades because even though it 

has been proven that these communities of color, as well as poor communities, face poorer health 

outcomes due to less environmental protection, the US hasn’t reckoned with this systemic 

injustice that is resulting in people dying based principally on the color of their skin, as well as 

lack of wealth.  

The Artificial Manufacture of Demand 

With the artificial manufacture of demand, powerful proponents ‘reframe’ the issue of 

environmental justice to address environmental racism into an issue of economics (e.g. creation 

of jobs) that benefits these powerful proponents. Williams contends that market-based 

explanations are used in public policy debates to reduce the conversation surrounding equal 

justice to its local economic scale to ultimately reduce the conversation to purely market effects 

(Williams 1999). The marketization of the movement for environmental justice illuminates how 

important it is in how we frame public policy debates. If a social justice issue is reduced to its 

‘economic benefits’, then anything can be justified for profit.  

Notable Newspaper Article Trends: 1980s 
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The 1980s was a period when environmental racism and environmental justice was 

framed seriously instead of framed by the ‘beneficial’ economic effects of polluters' facilities. In 

the 1980s, the US Justice Department began a crackdown on illegal dumpers of hazardous 

wastes in applying criminal charges in 14 states (Ben 1983) and prominent leaders such as the 

executive director of the Commission for Racial Justice, who presided over the United Church of 

Christ’s 1.7 million members, leveled charges of environmental racism (“Rights Head Charges 

Environmental Racism is” 1987). Thus, the 1980s is a prime example of such social justice 

issues that were effectively reduced to its economic effects. 

The Geography of Public Services and Gentrification 

The geography of public services and gentrification refers to if there is an unequal 

distribution of social services, especially based on the amount of wealth or the color of a 

person’s skin. Kurtz found that the spatial ambiguity of environmental injustice not only 

undermines environmental justice activists but is also weaponized by harmful industrial 

corporations (Kurtz 2003).  This finding illustrates that the lack of information regarding the 

spatiality of environmental racism is used as a strategy to effectively stop environmental racism. 

So, in this case, the two are strongly interrelated and associated with each other because efforts 

against social services to marginalized communities means no funding which in turn illustrates 

efforts to suppress information about these environmental injustices.  

In analyzing the US Census data, Krieg revealed that a strong indicator of toxic waste in  

towns that receive much of their tax base from industrial sources, rather than towns that  

are more self-reliant on those taxes. Additionally, Krieg argues that there is little grassroots 

environmental activism to address the breadth of pollution’s reach. It’s suggested that this lack of 
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activism is due to one of two reasons. That these communities accept the wastes in exchange for 

money or that they are unaware of this crisis (Krieg 1998). This finding demonstrates that 

addressing environmental racism requires effective activism to achieve environmental justice. 

So, these two ideas are still highly interrelated. But, the reasoning given for why there isn’t 

effective activism places the responsibility on individuals to fight for equity against big 

corporations, instead of the government or agencies like the EPA who have the means to 

challenge these industrial polluters. 

Notable Newspaper Article Trends: 1990s 

In the 90s, while there was a federal response to environmental racism, but fear still 

surrounded the environmental justice movement. This was because gentrified neighborhoods had 

protection from the government, while vulnerable communities did not. President Bill Clinton 

responded to charges of environmental racism in mandating federal agencies to identify and 

eliminate racial inequities (“Environmental Racism Charges Answered” 1994) which helps lend 

legitimacy and awareness to the two ideas. Yet, the EPA still had to refute racist academic 

studies, such as the one conducted by a University of Chicago professor, that falsely claimed that 

minority populations in Chicago do not disproportionately reside by toxic-waste sites (Johnson 

1997). This study speaks to the accountability standards of the EPA in viewing environmental 

racism as a real issue and environmental justice as a movement that needed legitimacy of the 

EPA to help refute such baseless claims.  

Across the United States, this was a period where both companies and local governments 

struggled to define environmental racism as it incited fear and confusion from portions of the 

public. However, research studies demonstrating environmental racism were cited in the intent of 
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showing people that this was a real problem for equity. One example used to elucidate this 

reality was when the state’s largest medical waste incinerator was moved half a mile from a 

102-year-old Black church. The justification? To create new jobs and wages (“Environmental 

Racism is a New Term” 1993). To combat this fear that in saving black communities was 

difficult. There was this narrative that the toxic polluters would move into white communities, if 

not black communities. Politcians, such as President Bill Clinton, reassured the public that in 

fighting for environmental justice, industrial polluters wouldn’t move into white neighborhoods 

instead. This functions to show that the environmental justice movement to address 

environmental racism struggled against the thought that in helping minorities, that other groups 

would be exposed to the pollution-- instead of the alternative of getting rid of these toxic wastes 

altogether. Thus, vulnerable communities are left with unequal provision of public services or 

protections. 

De Jure vs. De Facto Citizenship  

De jure vs. de facto citizenship regards how minority and poor communities experience 

citizenship differently. Kohfield looked at St. Louis to reveal how race is controlled 

systematically in diving cities as epitomized in St. Louis where there is a high level of 

segregation that places African Americans in poorer communities (Kohfield 2002).  Nagel 

argued that the Civil Rights movement achieved formal, legal rights, but that wealth inequality 

increased and social mobility decreased for communities of color (Nagel et. al. 2015). These 

studies reinforce how in law, communities of color in practice, experience citizenship at higher 

rates of poverty, and thus experience citizenship at a disadvantage as this makes them more 

vulnerable to industrial polluters. 
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Notable Newspaper Article Trends: 2000s and 2010s 

The 2000s were a period of assault on the environmental justice movement to address 

environmental racism which finally challenged the reality of communities of color experiencing 

a lack of both de jure and de facto citizenship. For instance, Ron Daniels, a prominent leader in 

the equal justice movement, spoke on the assaults from the black chamber of commerce and 

black mayor of Detroit to illustrate that the movement faced assaults from all fronts (Daniels 

2000). Even people who claimed to fight for equality but didn’t want to associate environmental 

racism with that justice. In the same vein, Carlisle argued that environmental justice policy 

becomes environmental injustice for black people because in not considering economic benefits, 

they miss that environmental laws could hurt these communities of color (Carlisle 2001). The 

chamber of commerce, mayor of Detroit, and now Carlisle reframe the movement as working 

against communities of color to paint the push for environmental laws as hurting the economic 

benefits for communities of color. This reframing downplays the effects of environmental racism 

and hurts the efforts of the environmental justice movement by using the creation of new jobs in 

the town as benefits. 

The 2010s culminated in a complete dissociation of environmental racism from 

environmental justice which further stalled progress to improve both de jure and de facto 

citizenship for all. First off, Bullard, a prominent African American environmental leader called 

for a new brand for environmentalism that focuses on low-income and minority communities, 

claiming that the 70s campaigns failed to address their issues. He critiqued the environment 

movement for not reflecting American society regarding diversity. Bullard advocated that 

environmental justice should be at the center of the environmental movement (“September” 
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2013). These critiques expose how environmental justice became divorced from environmental 

racism where the movement did not fight for disenfranchised communities.  

Then, with a new administration, came funding cuts to the EPA. The EPA’s 

environmental justice leader quit over budget cuts. The EPA as a whole faced budget cuts, but 

the environmental justice program was slated as one of several programs to lose all funding. 

Other areas cut were EPA’s programs that aimed to help disadvantaged areas. Then, the new 

EPA leader appointed, Scott Pruit, dismissed climate-change science (“March” 2017). Relatedly, 

with the cut in funding to the EPA, there are fewer resources for them to push back. The 

narrative at the federal government level, as well as corporations moving into communities, 

focuses the narrative on jobs over pollution. Also, there’s little evidence that current programs 

meant to fight for environmental equity are as successful as they should be in engaging the 

public or achieving results (“November” 2018).  

These cuts to the EPA were highly consequential because funding cuts mean no studies 

exposing environmental racism. Thus, environmental justice can be misconstrued as nonexistent 

because no funding allocated means no importance assigned by the government. There is only so 

much activists can do. With no government resources to help disadvantaged communities and the 

active rollback of regulation of those companies, environmental racism is disassociated from 

environmental justice, and the awareness of the issues decline which minimizes the importance 

of the movements in the American public, leading to more pollution and even worse health 

outcomes all operating off a systematic pattern of oppression. 

Conclusion  
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From the 1980s to 2010s, attitudes toward environmental racism and environmental 

justice have shifted in that they’ve become increasingly dissociated from each other which has 

contributed to the decline in the awareness surrounding these deeply intertwined ideas. 

Acknowledgment by political officials and newspapers revealed how these ideas fared in terms 

of results and attitudes through different agencies and administrations. We established that 

communities of color and poorer communities receive the unequal provision of environmental 

protection due to the unequal geography of public services, experience citizenship de facto at a 

disadvantage, and face the marketization of environmental racism where people systematically 

die for a company’s profit. The latter is made possible by the narrative of job creation because 

only advantaged or gentrified communities stand a chance at appealing to public policy to 

prevent polluters and possess the resources to employ against such corporations.  

Moving forward, it is pivotal to strongly associate environmental racism with 

environmental justice with racism and climate change. Johnson, in a Washington Post Article, 

argues that stopping climate change is already difficult enough, but cites evidence that reflects 

that racism only makes it more difficult to stop (Johnson 2020). Another blatant reminder, 

articled in the New York Times, that environmental racism has not gone away is the case of lead 

contamination in Flint, Michigan. In fact, in addition to poorer health outcomes, its school 

system has found that there has been a severe rise in behavioral and neurological problems in its 

students (Green 2019). Environmental racism and environmental justice are deeply intertwined 

with each other as well as with the larger movements for climate change and racial justice. So, 

going forward, these ideas must be fought for together and lend each other awareness and 

legitimacy, because they are all part of a bigger picture.  
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